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Forest Scavenger Hunt  
Objective:  To learn about forestry while exploring the outdoors.  

Age Range:  All ages.  

Hands-on Activity:  Outdoor scavenger hunt to learn about different things 
we find in the forest. 

Life Skills:  HEAD – learning to identify different items found in the forest 
   
 

 

Daily 4-H @ Home Lesson Idea 
a 4-H Natural Resources Activity,  
adapted from Kentucky Forest Leadership Program    

Introduction 
 
Enjoying the outdoors is a great way to get fresh air and exercise. Oftentimes, we are not observant of our 
surroundings and what Mother Nature is trying to show us. We tend to overlook things like plants, animals, animal 
signs, insects, and fungi. In this activity you will need to observe your surroundings to find the items in this 
scavenger hunt.  

Materials 
 

Scavenger Hunt List 
Outdoor space with Trees 
Pencil 
Clipboard 
Phone or Camera for taking photographs 
 
Activity Instructions 
 

1. Start by asking the kids, "How many times do you notice different things in nature? Have you ever realized 
there are many different types of trees?”  

2. Take a look at the Forest Scavenger Hunt Bingo on page 3.  
3. Find an outdoor place with diversity and instruct the kids to stay within your boundary limits. 
4. Have kids work on their own to find the items needed to complete BINGO. 
5. After the kids complete BINGO, see how many other items on the scavenger hunt they can find.  
6. Post the photos that you take on your scavenger hunt on social media using #SC4HatHome.  
Bonus Challenge: Don’t just play BINGO with 5 in a row. Try 4 corners or cover all too!  
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Virginia Tech Dendrology Factsheets. dendro.cnre.vt.edu/dendrology/factsheets.cfm    

Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service offers its programs to people of all ages, regardless 
of race, color, gender, religion, national origin, disability, political beliefs, sexual orientation, gender 

identity, marital or family status and is an equal opportunity employer. 

Reflective questions 
 

o Were there any items that were hard to find? If so, why was that? 

o Did you find any interesting items that were not on the scavenger hunt? What were they? Discuss. 

o A natural resource is something that is found in nature and can be used by people. Earth's natural resources 
include light, air, water, plants, animals, soil, stone, minerals, and fossil fuels. What ways do natural resources 
impact your life?  

o What natural resources did you come across on your scavenger hunt?  

o Do you think you have a lot of different plant and animal natural resources in your area?  

Conclusion 

We often do not take the time to look at all the amazing things that are out there to be found in nature. There are 
numerous plant, insect, and animal species that make up our environment. As humans, we need to be more aware 
of these species and be better managers and stewards of the environment to ensure that we not only have them to 
enjoy today, but for many years to come.   

Additional Resources: 
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